ABSTRACT

This research while such by studies and the observation in a classroom IV SDN Purabaya in Leles Cianjur that indicates lack of study results in learning IPS students. One of the causes of lack of study results students that is teachers who still not use a method of learning appropriate and effective. Methods used teachers that is a method of talk, this method less give opportunity to school tuition to be directly involved in learning teachers is more dominant in the end students only be listener loyal talk to delivered teachers, and students became passive and impact the study results. One method the learning that can be used as an alternative to improve learning outcomes is the method inkuiri learning. The learning methods he continued inkuiri is instruction designed to help students searching for a problem and eventually have to answer own of any these problems until they reached learning experience meaningful. A method of learning is aimed to increase study results students about social problems in the local environment in learning social class. The research results show that with the methods learning inkuiri can improve the result study results students. The study results students indicated by increasing the study results students, the cycle postes in I about 67 % learners already said completed reached kkm set before 70 to scale >50-100. While the remaining 33 students still far from kkm. Increased seen in cycle II postes results obtained by the students students 91 achieved kkm set before 70 to scale 50-100 has reached the indicators ordained 85 and those who had not mencaimpai kkm the 9 students. It means learning outcomes students on cycles ii is said to succeed. Thus conclusions in this research is improving student learning outcomes of the results until pretes implementation cycle postes I and II postes cycles show improvement good, the results of the implementation of the cycle ii shows students reach as many as 91% kkm, it is exceeding target researchers 85%. Thus the learning methods inkuiri can improve learning outcomes of students in learning social class.
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